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Abstract—Supporting deaf and hard of hearing (D/HH) people
to understand natural conversation is one of the important
activities of social welfare. In our previous paper, we have
proposed a multi-modal speech visualization application, which
is MIETA in this paper. While the paper proposed the concept
of multi-modal speech visualization and its architecture, there
is no evaluation about how actually useful MIETA is. In this
paper, we conduct a control experiment with actual 9 D/HH
people to compare understanding Japanese conversation in three
conditions: with MIETA, with sign language interpretation, and
with neither tool nor support. Then we conduct questionnaire
survey about how they feel through using MIETA. As a result,
MIETA highly contributed to understanding and received positive
feedbacks from all of subjects.

Index Terms—Multi-modal visualization, deaf and hard of
hearing (D/HH) people, supporting understanding conversation,
control experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Supporting deaf and hard of hearing (D/HH) people is one
of the important activities of social welfare. The focus of
our study is supporting D/HH people to understand contents
of real-time and face-to-face conversation within multiple
hearing people. This situation is extremely common and
absolutely necessary in society, however, the most difficult for
D/HH people[1]. The key of communication support for D/HH
people is sensory substitution based on a visual perception[2].
D/HH people usually retrieve a variety of information from
a vision in order to make up for a hearing impairment. Sign
language and writing are well-known and effective sensory
substitution methods. D/HH people also supplementary grasp
sensitive speech context from a vision of lip moving, face
expression and gestures.

However, currently, the communication support for D/HH
people is not enough[3]. Though sign language has a strong
advantage in communication speed, it requires a high amount
of learning efforts. In addition, not every D/HH people have
an enough skill to speak sign language. Japanese ministry has
reported that the adoption rate of sign language in Japanese
D/HH people is only 14.1%[4]. In contrast to that, writing has
a significant advantage in popularity but has disadvantages
in communication speed and in one-to-many situation. Lip
reading is also effective as supplementary usage of hearing

loss. However mastering the lip reading is much more difficult
than sign language.

There are already some commercial products and academic
studies related to visualization of conversation using some
ICT technologies. Many studies have been carried out in the
field of automatic speech recognition (ASR)[5][6][7] and its
visualization[8][9][10]. The primary focus of these studies is
improvement of recognition performance. Some open ASR
services also are appearing on the Web[11][12]. These ASR
systems have a limitation in the term of recognition accu-
racy and narrowness of vision. At first, it is impossible that
the recognition accuracy reaches 100%. Furthermore, hearing
ability can work in omnidirectional. So hearing people can
usually grasp a variety of information from visual and hearing
simultaneously. Visualizing only recognized texts on a display
may lost the following surrounding and sensitive information.
“Who are speaking now?”, “What kind of expression is he/her
making?”, “What does this technical term mean?”

In our previous paper, we have proposed a multi-modal
speech visualization application for D/HH people[13]. In this
paper, we call the application MIETA1. Here, the term multi-
modal speech visualization means visualizing a content of
speech by using some visualization modes which show various
useful information to understand. Examples of visualization
mode are speech-to-text (STT) mode using voice recognition,
showing face mode and dictionary mode. Visualizing speech
from many aspects may help understanding in a mutually
complementary manner. For example, recognition error and
difficulty of lip reading may help each other by visualizing
both STT mode and face mode.

While the previous paper proposed the concept of multi-
modal speech visualization and its architecture, there is no
evaluation about how actually useful the MIETA is. In order
to confirm that, this paper tries to answer the following two
research questions.

RQ1: How helpful MIETA is for understanding con-
versation?
RQ2: How D/HH people feel through using MIETA?

In order to answer RQ1, we conduct a control experiment
to compare understanding natural conversation in three con-

1“Mieta” means “visualized” in Japanese.



ditions: with MIETA, with sign language interpretation and
with neither tool nor support. Then, to answer RQ2, we
conduct questionnaire survey about how they feel through
using MIETA.

As a result, MIETA significantly contributed to understand-
ing conversation compared with a sign language interpreter.
Furthermore, all of subjects showed positive feeling to MIETA
in questionnaire while we found some challenges, such as
visualization of STT recognition errors.

II. MIETA

A. Concept of Multi-Modal Speech Visualization

Multi-modal speech visualization is the way to provide vari-
ous information by combining multiple visualization modes. A
visualization mode is a pair of a form of information to provide
for support understanding conversation such as text converted
from speech, speaker’s face expression and shape of the lip,
and a method to get the form such as voice recognition API
and algorithm to extract lip from face image. It is expected
that each visualization mode can make up for other ones even
if they are incomplete as individual. We suppose that choosing
and combining these various visualization modes leads to
information support with personal adaption in terms of degree
of hearing loss or preferences.

We have proposed multi-modal speech visualization appli-
cation in previous paper[13]. In this paper, we call it MIETA.
Fig. 1 illustrates MIETA GUI screen. In this figure, MIETA is
visualizing conversation by two speakers.

A prototype of MIETA has the following four visualization
modes:

STT (Speech to Text) mode: shows texts converted
from speech by using Cloud Speech alpha API as
shown in Fig. 1 (b). The main purpose is to show
conversation as texts.
Face mode: shows speakers’ faces by using cameras
of laptops or smartphones as shown in Fig. 1 (a).
The main purpose is for D/HH people to support
lip-reading.
Image search mode: shows image search results
as additional description for a search word by using
Google Custom Search API2 as shown in Fig. 1 (c).
The main purpose is to describe abstract thing which
is difficult to explain in words.
Wikipedia search mode: shows an additional ex-
planation of a search word from Wikipedia by using
MediaWikiAPI3 as shown in Fig. 1 (d). The main
purpose is to describe meaning of difficult word such
as technical term.

MIETA is designed to accept the other visualization modes
easily as plugins. For instance, sign language interpretation
mode can be added when the algorithm of automatic sign
language interpretation is designed in the future.

2https://developers.google.com/custom-search/
3https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:Main page/
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Fig. 2: Architecture of MIETA

B. Qualities

MIETA has 4 qualities. All of the following qualities come
from requirements extracted from dozens years’ experiences
in Special Needs Education School for the Deaf, University
of Tsukuba, Japan.

Low initial costs: It is important to save initial cost
for both D/HH and hearing people. This application
can be used from everywhere via web browser on a
smartphone or a laptop since this is web application.
Providing various information for understanding:
By adopting multi-modal speech visualization, the
application displays various useful information for
understanding conversation mutually complementary.
Looking back information about speech: It is
difficult for D/HH people to understand conversation
with multiple speakers because they can look at only
a speaker basically while speakers may talk at the
same time. A user can look back information about
conversation even if he or she fails to understand
part of speech because the application stores the
information on the screen and in database.
Selecting information by D/HH people: Effective
information from speech visualization strongly de-
pends on each individual D/HH person. A user can
select which information they use to grasp conversa-
tion from various visualization modes.

C. Architecture

Fig. 2 shows the architecture of MIETA. It is assumed
MIETA is used in conversation with multiple hearing people
such as a meeting in a company.

In Fig. 2, two hearing people use their laptops or smart-
phones as clients of the system. Their voices and face image
data are stored in a database through APIs of the system from
such devices. Stored data is processed by visualization modes
which are previously selected by the D/HH user. This figure
includes various examples of visualization modes such as STT
mode and Technical Term mode. Finally, the processed and
visualized information are provided to the D/HH user.



Good morning every one.

Let’s write down ideas as much as possible 

with brain storming.

We’re going to talk about a theme of study 

meeting in next month.

Do you have post-it?

Here you are.

(c)
(d)

(b)Face mode STT mode

(a)

Fig. 1: MIETA GUI screen

III. EVALUATION DESIGN

A. Overview

The goal of this study is to investigate MIETA’s applicability
to information support for D/HH people in actual meeting with
hearing people. The research questions we aim to answer with
this study is:

RQ1: How helpful MIETA is for understanding con-
versation?
RQ2: How D/HH people feel through using MIETA?

In order to answer RQ1, we conduct a control experiment to
compare understanding Japanese conversation in three condi-
tions: with MIETA, with sign language interpretation and with
neither tool nor support. Then, to answer RQ2, we conduct
questionnaire survey about how they feel through using MIETA
after the control experiment.

B. Procedure

Step 1: Subjects practice using MIETA as prepara-
tion.
Step 2: While speakers talk following some sentences
of scripts, subjects try to understand the conversation.
Step 3: Subjects answer to quizzes to evaluate their
understanding the conversation.
Step 4: We repeat Step 2 and Step 3 for some times
in each condition, which will be detailed later.
Step 5: Subjects answer to questionnaire to evaluate
how they feel through this experiment.

C. Subjects and Actors

Subjects are 9 students from 18 to 20 years old in Special
Needs Education School for the Deaf, University of Tsukuba.
All of them wear hearing instruments or cochlear implants.
Fig. 3 shows means of daily communication for them. Many
of them use sign language and lip reading, which shows they
are well-trained. We divide subjects into two groups (G1 and
G2) with 4 or 5 members.

WritingSign language Lip-reading Voice

67%

22%

67%

22%

44%33% 44%56%

usually sometimes little rarely

Fig. 3: Means of daily communication for subjects
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Fig. 4: Seating chart in the experiment

Two authors of this paper, who are hearing people, act a
role of speaker. Speakers consciously talk slowly smoothly as
far as how to speak is not too unnatural so that it is easy
for subjects to understand the conversation. In fact, it is usual
efforts of hearing people in communication with D/HH people.

A teacher from Special Needs Education School for the
Deaf, University of Tsukuba acts a role of sign language
interpreter. He prepared for translation with given scripts
beforehand because he is not professional sign language
interpreter.

Fig. 4 shows a seating chart for one group in the experi-
ment. Four or five subjects are seated next to two speakers.
Therefore they cannot always look at speakers’ lips directly.
When accompanied by a sign language interpreter, he locates
between two speakers in order to be looked at by all subjects.



A: What are you usually doing in holiday?

B: Umm, normally I go shopping or something.

But yesterday, unluckily I didn't go because 

of the hard rain (correctly rain but 

recognized as reign in STT mode).

A: As I recall, I saw you at the flower shop a 

week ago.

B: Yup, it was a gift for my grandma.

A: ...

Script Quizzes

Q1. What are they talking about?

A1. Hobby

A2. Their friends

A3. Today's dinner

A4. Current weather

A5. Unclear

Q2. Why did not B go shopping?

A1. It was hard rain

A2. Because of someone's reign

A3. He was sick

A4. He was too busy

A5. Unclear

Quiz

Quiz

Fig. 5: Example of a script and quizzes

D. Compared conditions

This control experiment aims mainly at comparing MIETA
and a sign language interpretation. This is because usual
information support in existing meeting in company is a sign
language interpretation. Furthermore, it is clear that subjects
understand better with tool or support than with nothing. The
details of three conditions are as follows:

Using MIETA: Subjects try to understand conver-
sation with MIETA. In order to make the analysis
simple, MIETA always displays all of four visual-
ization modes, which means they do not choose
which modes are showed in this experiment. Subjects
look at only the display of MIETA but not speakers
directly. In order to make a quiz about sentence
including actual voice recognition error, we use
prepared recognition results in the experiment. Each
result is published by putting button by a speaker
in exact timing with speech. Recognition errors and
delay between speech and output is reproduced.
Accompanied with a sign language interpreter:
Subjects try to understand conversation with a sign
language interpreter. Subjects are allowed to look
at either or both of the interpreter or speakers,
whichever they want, because the best way to get
information depends on the individuals.
No support: Subjects try to understand conversation
with neither tool nor support to grasp conversation,
except for their personal hearing instruments. Of
course, they can use their way to understand speech
such as lip-reading.

E. Scripts and Quizzes

Prepared scripts consists of three kind of scripts (S0, S1,
S2). S0 is for evaluating communication skill for subjects. It
consists of 13 sentences and has 6 quizzes. S1 and S2 are
for comparing MIETA and sign language interpretation. They
consist of 23 or 28 sentences and have 12 quizzes. Difficulty
of them are equalized by putting same number of obstacles.
The left of Fig. 5 shows an example script.

Fig. 5 shows 2 quizzes are provided per some sentences.
Answer choices to quizzes are five. Since it is necessary
to distinguish failure to understand from misunderstanding,
one of the choices is “unclear” to express no idea. The rest
of those are answers including one correct answer. Quizzes

consist of the following four types: (i) simple quiz without
any obvious obstacles, (ii) quiz related to sentences when two
speakers talk simultaneously, (iii) quiz related to technical
terms (e.g., “brainstorming”) used in the conversation, (iv)
quiz related to a sentence including voice recognition error.
Q1 and Q2 in Fig. 5 correspond to quiz type (i) and (iv).
Note that recognition error includes phoneme recognition error
and word conversion error. Subjects are allowed to search for
information with MIETA modes while answering to quizzes.
Each script contains quizzes (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) in the ratio
3:1:1:1.

F. Controlling Experimental Factors

Table I shows combination of 2 groups, 3 scripts and 3
conditions. Experiment is conducted from S0 to S2 in order.
This control experiment aims mainly at comparing MIETA and
a sign language interpretation. We should exclude habituation
effect and effects from unintended differences of difficulty
between S1 and S2. Therefore, G1 is accompanied by a sign
language interpreter before using MIETA, while G2 uses them
in reverse order.

TABLE I: Combination of groups, scripts and conditions

Group
Script G1 G2

S0 (practice) No support No support
S1 Sign language MIETA
S2 MIETA Sign language

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULT

A. RQ1: How helpful MIETA is for understanding conversa-
tion?

Fig. 6 shows the distributions of answers to overall quizzes
in three conditions. The result shows that the rate of correct
answer is the highest with MIETA. Wilcoxon rank-sum test
showed the presence of a statistically significant difference
between MIETA and a sign language interpretation at a sig-
nificance level of 0.05. Another noticeable result is that the
rate of wrong answers is also the highest with MIETA. Fig.
7 shows the distributions of answers to each of quizzes in
three conditions. In short, it illustrates MIETA contributed to
understanding in quizzes (i), (ii) and (iii), while it increased
misunderstanding in quizzes (iv). Let us describe each result
of four quiz types one by one.

As for quizzes (i) without no obstacles, the result is almost
same as overall one. The difference is that there was hardly
difference in the rate of wrong answers between MIETA and
sign language interpretation as overall one.

As for quizzes (ii) when two speakers talk simultaneously,
subjects got a highest score with MIETA on average. In this
situation, it is hard for a sign language interpreter to deal
with because he has to interpret two sentences quickly while
showing who is saying it. In fact, some subjects pointed
out in questionnaire that it was difficult for them because
conversation was interpreted so rapidly. On the other hand,
with MIETA, it was easy to understand what is said from STT
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mode and who is talking from showing Face mode even in
such a situation.

As for quizzes (iii) about technical terms in conversation,
subjects got outstanding highest scores with MIETA. Any
technical terms were not known by subjects. It is also difficult
for a sign language interpreter because when he does not know
a word, he has only way to show each character of the word
as sign language and lip one by one. Besides, even if he know
the word, there is no enough time in natural conversation
to describe such a complex meaning. With MIETA, subjects
searched for the meaning quickly and answered to quizzes
correctly.

On the other hand, there are many wrong answer and
no “unclear” answer with MIETA to (iv) quizzes including
recognition errors. We let them know there were some recog-
nition errors before starting the experiment. However, subjects
misunderstood conversation easily because they could not
know whether a recognition result was correct or error. It
is often that even with recognition error, the sentence of the
recognition result can have some meaning. For example, when
there are two opinions in conversation, even if “I agree with
this opinion” is recognized with error to “I agree with that
opinion”, those who see recognition result should not feel
something is wrong. Moreover, current algorithm of STT tries
to make natural sentences. As a result, more than half of

subjects misunderstood while 66% of them answered that they
were “not at all” or “little” disturbed by recognition errors. Of
course, there is no such misunderstanding for the quizzes in
the other conditions because there is no recognition error.

In summary, the answer to RQ1 is MIETA basically con-
tributed understanding conversation for D/HH people while it
increased misunderstanding when there are recognition errors.

B. RQ2: How D/HH people feel through using MIETA?

In questionnaire, some subjects wrote “When MIETA be-
come available, I want to use and it would be a kind of
innovation”, “I could understand conversation more than
usually. I want to use more!!!”, and “My parents are also
D/HH people, so I want to introduce it to them” to show
their favorable impression to MIETA. Moreover, to a question
how useful MIETA is, 8 of 9 subjects answered “very helpful”
and the rest one answered “somewhat helpful”, while no
one answered neither “little helpful” nor “not helpful”. In
summary, the answer to RQ2 is all of subjects showed positive
feeling to MIETA in questionnaire. The following paragraphs
describe the concept of multi-modal speech visualization is
highly appropriate for effective information support for D/HH
people.

1) Complementarity: When asked to provide open com-
ments on strength of MIETA, some subjects wrote “We can
read face expressions, search for meaning in Wikipedia at that
time and refer image search mode for support of understand-
ing. MIETA visualized conversation comprehensively”, and
“MIETA visualized not only voice as text, enable us to search
for many things when I cannot understand. It is convenience”.
These comments indicates that incomplete information support
by one visualization mode was complemented for by other
visualization modes. Another subject wrote “MIETA could be
referred as conversation history when I failed to hear speech
or I did not understand what were said simultaneously”. This
comment proved effectiveness of the quality to look back
conversation.

2) Personal Adaptation: We can confirm that the concept
of multi-modal speech visualization is appropriate for personal



adaptation from the result. Firstly, there were preferences
of visualization modes to use. Some subjects used Image
search mode while the other did not. Besides, when asked
to answer which modes you want to use next, while most
of them answered “all”, few of them answered “only STT
mode” or “only these 3 modes”. Secondly, there is difference
of ways to use each mode. When asked to provide modification
suggestion of each mode, some subjects answered, “I want
expand the area of Wikipedia mode”, and “I hope that Face
mode got UI, which make it easy to grasp who is speaking.
For example, the border of speaker get blinking”. These two
results indicate the best combination of and the best way to
use visualization modes depend on the individuals. Finally,
as mentioned in Section II, MIETA is designed to provide
effective information support for the individuals because he
or she can use visualization modes which they want in a way
they want. Therefore the idea of personal adoption of MIETA
fits actual demands of D/HH people.

C. Discussion and Future Perspective
The result in Section IV-A indicates the quality of infor-

mation support by MIETA strongly depends on STT mode.
We found out some challenges about STT mode from the
questionnaire.

Firstly, some subjects felt that voice recognition did not have
enough response speed. They wrote “Speech is not recognized
rapidly. So, I think it is better for some people to type instead
of to talk.”, and “Recognition result appeared slowly, so it was
little difficult to understand. I hope that the speed would be
faster”. This is obvious limitation of current technology. There
should be some compromise by hearing people, for example,
to set speech intervals to some extent.

Secondly, there is a high possibility to make misunder-
standing by voice recognition error. One subject wrote “I
think MIETA should add Hiragana mode”. Hiragana is one of
Japanese characters, which corresponds to phoneme one to one
then requires no word conversion. Japanese can understand the
content from only Hiragana to some extent while information
get to be vague. In other words, his comment means MIETA
should have STT mode without word conversion because there
is possibility to make wrong conversion.

Here, we consider an improvement idea of MIETA about the
recognition error. Firstly, it is great idea to correct recognition
errors by participants in conversation. It is obvious that voice
recognition technology cannot perform at 100% accuracy rate
because, for example, there is homonym. Therefore a practical
idea is to let human correcting. It is less cost to provide
information support than writing support in existing situation
in companies. Secondly, there can be a function to alert with
confidence of voice recognition result. Correcting by human
must take time to some extent, while a conversation such
as meeting go ahead rapidly. In general, the response from
voice recognition API has a value of confidence, which shows
how much confidence the recognition result has. Therefore,
for example, showing the result highlighted as red when the
value of confidence is less than a particular number would be
quick help for D/HH people so as not to misunderstand and
proceed.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, for evaluating MIETA, we conducted a control
experiment to compare understanding conversation in three
conditions: with MIETA, with sign language interpretation and
with neither tool nor support. As a result, MIETA significantly
contributed to understanding conversation. Furthermore, all
subjects showed positive feeling to MIETA in questionnaire.

As a future work, for the purpose of effective information
support, it is necessary to tackle challenges from these exper-
iments and reflect them in MIETA as development. Moreover
another important future work is to tackle function for D/HH
people to express their opinion in conversation such as meet-
ing.
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